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cover:  WineTech 2010, along with the 14th Australian Wine Industry 
Technical Conference, came to Adelaide last month. Both events 
have been labelled a success despite tough times in the industry.

FRESH THINKING 
THAT KEEPS 

OPENED WINE 
PERFECT TO THE 

LAST GLASS.
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Wine Shield is an award-winning innovation that keeps wine fresh 

in an opened bottle, for up to 5 days after the fi rst glass is poured. 

Because there’s no risk of spoilage, the wine will retain the taste and 

aroma just as the winemaker intended.

Simply slip a Wine Shield disc into the 

bottle. It fl oats on the surface creating a 

barrier between the wine and the air 

space in the bottle. This dramatically slows 

the oxidation process that spoils wine.

Wine Shield is inexpensive and quick to deploy and is 

simply disposed of with the bottle. It’s also easy, because there’s 

no gas or vacuum pumping involved. Independent laboratory 

testing in Australia and the USA has proven 

its effectiveness. 

Order from our distributors or direct - 

details at www.winepreserva.com and 

keep your wine tasting the way you 

intended – right to the last glass.
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